
Alexandre Turpault  introduces its new, tricolour 
model: Marceau. Created in solid satin, it offers a 
customisable programme with more than 2,000 
possible combinations between the base, band and 
trimming colours, and bespoke service. 
Chic, timeless structure so typical of French linens. 
They combine meticulous crafting and perfect finishes 
typical of Alexandre Turpault’s expertise for over 170 
years. 
Marceau isn’t just new bedding, it’s a unique concept. 
It gives you the opportunity to co-create with the 
Alexandre Turpault brand to build a remarkable atmos-
phere and invent a set of linens that speaks to you. 
 
 
 
 

For January 2020, The Romo Group’s design studios have built on our unrivalled reputation with a 
comprehensive range of exceptional fabrics and wallcoverings. A usable compendium of fabrics, Sarouk 
features Art Deco inspired palm fronds, statement geometrics and elegant bamboo, in bursts of bold colours 
including cool blues, fresh greens and warm ochres. Crafted by hand and turning every wall into a unique 
focal point, our latest wallcoverings feature the rich organic textures of hand-woven grasscloths, the ancient 
art of Japanese paper-weaving, as well as new and innovative crafts that exquisitely combine natural materials.

Launched in September 2019, the Flowers 
colour range created by India Mahdavi for  
Mériguet-Carrère associates imaginary 
and know-how for which this house, founded 
in 1966, is the live setting, in the pursuit of the 
most accurate tones and harmonies. ‘je rougis’ 
(I’m blushing), ‘chaud froid’ (hot/cold), ‘beau-
coup trop’ (way too much)... From the ‘presque 
sketch’ pink (almost sketch pink) to the 
‘condesa’ blue, from the ‘mandarine au lait’ 
(milky mandarin) to ‘hilda’ (her grandmother’s 
name), we encounter through the names of her 
chosen colours, the sense of humour and poe-
try that have always been part of India Mahda-
vi’s vocabulary 56 colours altogether, the same 
number as in a deck of cards, in which India 
reveals her unprecedented colour associations. 
 
 
 

In January, enjoy Paris Déco Off and… 
 

… take in the air of the peaks while sipping on a warm drink in our recreated Alpine 
station … daydream in the half-spheres put in place by interior designers to revisit mo-
dularity with an environmentally chic touch … admire the sustainably-themed creations 
of students and young designers 
 

More information to come regarding all the Paris Déco Off events 
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